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Director’s Notes 
Some time before it was eventually published in 2003, Amanda Brown’s novel 
Legally Blonde was optioned as a film. Loosely based on her own experiences 
while attending Stanford Law School, this ‘first-time-out’ novel is substantially 
different from its descendant adaptations. It was film producer Marc Platt who 
asked Karen McCullah Lutz and Kirsten Smith (10 Things I Hate About You) 
to rework the unpublished manuscript into a screenplay. The result was a highly 
successful motion picture, released in 2001, starring Reese Witherspoon. 
 
After a try-out in San Francisco, the musical adaptation opened on Broadway  
in 2007 and ran for 595 performances. It was nominated for 7 Tony Awards but 
won none. The West End production in London, England lasted substantially 
longer (974 performances) and won 3 Olivier Awards for Best New  
Musical, Best Actress in a Musical and Best Performance in a Supporting  
Role in a Musical. Since then resident productions have opened in Australia, 
South Korea, The Netherlands, France, The Philippines, Sweden and Finland. 
Infact, this musical’s notoriously faithful international fan base has bolstered its 
reputation to almost cult status. Its messages of the pitfalls of judging appear-
ances and the rewards of remaining true to yourself now speak to our  
present younger generation in a way that the musical Rent did to the generation 
before it! 
 
We all have had a joyous time rehearsing this production. And what a privilege 
it has been to work with Choreographer Robin Calvert and Music Director Tara 
Litvack – two extraordinarily talented, passionate artists. In fact, the Designers, 
Production Staff, Cast and Crew all have been a bit of heaven on earth! 
 
I hope you enjoy this show as much as we have preparing it for you! 
 
Greg Peterson 
 
 
 
 Absolutely no food or drink, with the exception of bottled water, is permitted 
in the auditorium; 
 Absolutely NO SMOKING is permitted on the premises; 
 The taking of photographs or the use of a recording device is strictly  
       forbidden and may constitute an infringement of Canadian copyright  laws; 
 Latecomers will be seated at a suitable break in the performance; 
 Babes in arms are not permitted during performances. 
Scenes & Musical Numbers 
 
Act I   
Overture_____________________ Orchestra 
Delta Nu Sorority House, UCLA / The Old Valley Mall 
Omigod You Guys_____________ Elle, Serena, Margot, Pilar & Company 
A Restaurant 
Serious______________________ Elle and Warner 
Delta Nu Sorority House, UCLA 
Daughter of Delta Nu__________ Serena, Margot, Pilar and Company 
What You Want – Part One______ Elle, Serena, Margot, Pilar, Kate, Elle's Parents,  
   Grandmaster Chad & Company 
Harvard Law School 
What You Want – Part Two______ Winthrop, Pforzheimer, Lowell, Elle, Serena,    
   Margot, Pilar & Company 
The Harvard Variations________ Emmett, Aaron, Enid, Padamadan & Harvard     
   Students 
Blood in the Water_____________ Callahan & Company 
Positive______________________ Elle, Serena, Margot, Pilar & Greek Chorus 
The Hair Affair Beauty Salon 
Ireland______________________ Paulette 
A Harvard Law Party 
Serious (Reprise)______________ Elle and Warner 
Harvard Law School / Elle’s Dorm Room 
Chip On My Shoulder__________ Elle, Emmett, Greek Chorus 
So Much Better_______________ Elle, Greek Chorus & Company 
 
Act II 
Entr'acte_____________________ Orchestra 
Callahan’s Law Office / Boston’s Women’s Correctional Facility 
Whipped into Shape____________ Brooke, Callahan and Company 
Delta Nu Nu Nu_______________ Brooke and Elle 
A Department Store 
Take It Like a Man_____________ Elle, Emmett, Customers & Salespeople 
The Hair Affair Beauty Salon 
Bend and Snap________________ Elle, Paulette, Serena, Margot, Pilar, Bend and  
   Snap Guys & Salonfolk 
A Courtroom 
Gay or European______________ Elle, Callahan, Emmett, Brooke, Vivienne, Warner,  
   Enid, Judge,Nikos, Carlos & Company 
Callahan’s Law Office / Elle’s Dorm Room 
Legally Blonde________________ Elle and Emmett 
The Hair Affair Beauty Salon / A Courtroom 
Legally Blonde Remix__________ Vivienne, Enid, Elle, Paulette, Elle's Parents,      
   Serena, Margot, Pilar, Brooke & Company 
The Wyndham Estate 
Scene of the Crime_____________ Elle, Judge, Serena, Margot, Pilar & Company 
Harvard Law School 
Find My Way/Finale___________ Elle, Paulette, Emmett & Company 
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Enid Hoopes/Delta Nu Veronica/Ensemble…………….. Grace McRae 
Aaron Schultz/Ensemble……………………………….. Ben Plunkett 
Sundeep Padamadan/Nikos/Ensemble………………….. Dan Byrne 
Dewey/Carlos/Ensemble………………………………... Tristan Hernandez 
Dad/Ensemble………………………………………….. Greg Solomon 
Mum/Delta Nu Kristine/Ensemble……………………… Ileah Rosella 
Delta Nu Kate/DA Joyce Riley/Ensemble……………… Mychele Lebrun 
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(Warner) 
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